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This paper consists of TWO Sections A and B.

Attempt ALL questions in Section A and iny
THREE questions in Section B"

Show ALL working clearly.

Calculators may be used.
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sEcTroN A (55 rvrARrGl

1. (a) Evaluat., H
0.2

(b) Simplify completety the following: p) +

2. Rationalize the denominator, *---" 3,lZ - ^li

111+3z',3

(2 marks

(2 marks

(3/a marks

(2 marks

(3 marks

3. Given that g(x) = x2 + 2x atd f(x) = ;g + 1.

..a) Determine gf(x).

b) Solve for x given that gf(g = g

4. (a) y varies inversely as x. Given that y = 3 when X = 5, find the value of y
when x= 4. (2 marks

(b) A line segment, 18cm long, is divided in the ratto 2:3: 4. How long is each part? (2 marks'

5. (a) From the diagram below, find the length x. (l7z marks

(b) Determine the length of BC in the diagram below. (2 marksJ

2.5cm H

6. Solve the foliowing simultaneous equations 2x +,3y = 3
3x+Sy=4 (3 marks
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O is the centre of the two circles. The radius of the smaller circle is Scm and

the area of the shaded part is 235.5cm'. ealculate:

(a) The radius of the larger circle.

(b) The circumference of the larger circle. Take n = 3"14.

8. Solve the inequafity: I m - (m + ll > 2.
a

g. (a) Given that vecto, A: (r) and vector r: (f;), find the value of x if d is paralleltoB.(Z marks)

(b) Calculate:2d + i. (2 marksi

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(4 marks)

(3 marks)"

(1 mark)

(1 mark)
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10. (a) The area of triangle ABC is 12 cm2. Calculate the area of the triangle formed by

enlarging the triangle ABC with a scale factor of 3. l/'/4'

(b) What properties of the triangle ABC after enlargement

(i) remain the same

(ii) change.

11. The figure ABCD is a rectangle. E is the midpoint of the diagond En.-

I)

6cr::r.

efJL)

fr'$_Ji,h

A

b

,8cnr



12.

(a) Which angle is the sarne size as angle ADB?

(b) What can you say about triangle ADB and triangle CBD? Give reasons for your
answer.

(c) Calculate the length ED"

(d) How many lines of symmetry does the figure ABCD have?

Find the sizes of angles a, b, c and d in the diagram below.

irru

100

(1/z marks

(2 marks

(1lzz marksl

(172 marks

(4 marks

(3 marks

(2Yz troarks

(2Ya marl*s)

(1)ra marksJ

13. (a) Simplify the algebraic fraction complet "W,4a+2
(b) Given that 1 = + + 1, 

make m the subject.m fil 1 TtLz'

a-6
a2-4

14" T!" figure below is a prism with a regular pentagon base.

Calculate (a) the total surface area of the prism.

(bi the volume of the prism. a

t,
/1,'
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15.' Find base n if 201n - 134n, n € N.

SECTION B: (45 marks)

16 (a) (i) Factorize and simpliff completely the algebraic fraction:

(0, 3, -3 € x)

(b) Solve for x: 3x3 + 28x2 + 63x + 18 = 0, x € R.

(b) How many students were involved in the test?

(c) Find the mode time.

17. A teacher found that students were trt it g too long to answer a statistics question iri

every mathematics examination. He asked pupils to answer a statistics question and

he recordecl how long it took each pupil" Below are the times the teacher recorded.

29 31 32 35 32 31 39 35
35 34 26 32 26 32 35 39
39 29 39 34 29 39 39 26
26 35 27 32 32 34 31 39

(a) Draw a frequency table for this data.

4x4+ 24x"+36x2

x4- 9x'

l2Yz marksl

(6 marks)

(9 marks)

(4 marks)

(Yz natkl

(Yz rnarkl

(1 mark)

(2 marks)

(72 mark)

(72 mark)

(6 marks)

'//
,,4/

,ry,

(d) The statistics question is worth Sok'of thetotal marks in a three hour mathematics

examination paper.

(i) How long should each student be spending on the statistics question?

(ii) What percentage of the students are spending too long on the statistics question?

(e) How many students spent

(i) the longest time?

(ii) the shortest time?

(f) Draw a histogram to show the information of the data'
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18" The vertices of triangle ABC are A (-3, O), B(-1, -2) and, C(1, 1).

a) On a Cartesian plane plot points A, B and C. Join the points to form triangle ABC.(3yz marks)

b) T=O"atranstation
(i) Write the coordinates of A', B' and C'the images of A, B and C under translation T. (3 marks)

(ii) Plot the coordinates of point A', B' and C' on the sarne Cartesian plane as that of
question 18(a)" Join the points to form triangle A,B,C'

(iii) what has changed about triangle ABC after the translation?

(ZYz rnatks)

(Yz rnark)

(2 marks)
(3 marks)

(2 marks)

(3 marks)

(172 marks)

(2 marks)

(iv)"Which properties of triangle ABC have rgmaine.{ the same under translation T? (1yz marks)

c) (i) write the coordinates of A", B" and C" the images of points A, B and C nfter the
reflection in the y-axis" (1/z marks)

(ii) Plot the points on the same Cartesian plane as of 1S(a). Join the points to form
triangle A"B"C". (Zyz marks)

19. (a) The value of a car depreciates by 10% of its value each year. A car \yas valued at
5,500,000 frw on 1"t January 2OOO.

Calculate: i) the value of the car as at 1"t January 2OO2.
ii) the loss in the value of the car as at 1"t Januar5r 2003.

(b) A man invested 2OO,OOO frw in a bank at 5o/o per year simple interest. Ca-lculate:

(i) the interest due at the end of 21 months. 
,rll,

(ii) the time for the investment to amount to 240,000frw. ;;l'
(c) A customer paid S4OOfrw for a pair of pairs of shoes after a sales tax of L2o/o was

added to the market price.

(i) Calculate the cost of a pair of shoes without rax.

(ii) If a customer paid 50,400frw, Iind the number of pair of shoes the customer
bought and the sales tax paid. Take sales tax as l2o/o.

END
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euswpns FoR NATIONAL EXAMINATION 2OO2 l2OO3

MATHEMATICS vII

SECTION A.

1.(a) 

=#
Using a2 - b2 = (a+b) (a-b)

(3.s+ 1.s) (3.s-1.s) =50
o.2

fb) = e! + t1t + 3 = ,t - Ir, . 7 2, 3 7 2

2 30 2 LO 2 30+1.4$-=-+-=-+-=-
327

44=-
27

21

to?.'ll+Js)
G,l2 - Ji fz,tz -,6

10

3r/2 - rl3

9.2-3

I,'

to'G^fz+rfz)

2.

/5

tolz.'lZ+G)
18-3

'fi + ?",11
3 3'15

z',/2 z
= 

-+-
33

3. (a) gf(x) = (x+1)2 + 2(x+1)

=x2+2x+L+2x+2

=x2+4x+3

(b) gf(x) =0=x2+4x+3=O

= x2 + 4x + e3 = (x+ 1)(x+3)

=(x+1)(x+3) -0

X + 1 = O, X = -1 Or

x+3=0rx=-3

34
4. la) - = - = 5x3 = 4y ,"5 y

15v:-'4

(b) Proportions

:2+3+4 =9

18_-a
9

2 : 4cm,3 = 6cm, 4= 8cm.

4cm 2cm 4x 10 6.2x+3y=slx-a..".(i)

3x+5y=4 x 2....(ii)

-q*-9Y=-9

/r*.10y = g

Y=-1

using equation

= 3x + (5x -1)

=3x-5=4

=3x=9

x=3

(ii)

-+

o. lat--' 'Scm x

x = 2.Scm

(b) BH x CH = AH2

2.5 = CH-AH2

A;H2=52-2.52

AH = 25 - 6.25: 18.75

L8.75 = 2.5CH

CH = 7.5

BC=2.5+7.5

BC = lOcm
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7. (a) shaded region = area of targer circte

- area of small circle.

Let x represent the area of the big

circle.

= 235.5 = x- frro.)

=235.5=x-(3.14xSx5)
=235.5=x-78.5

x=-78.5+235.5

x = 157cm2

Radius of the larger circle:

A=nrz

f =! =12=#=/r2=y'so

.radius 
of the larger circle = T.OTcm

(b) C=zrD.

C=3.74x(Z.OZ+Z.OZ)

C = 3. L4 x t4.1.4

C = 44.4 crn

8. =i m-(m+ t) > 2 =L4*-*-, =r.
L=: m-m>3
4

m-4m>L2
=-

4

=-3m)12

'm1 -4

9.a)

A/lii.ed=kb

[i] = u['rt] o r = 15k

k = i a z =i*

x=6
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10. (a) Area scale factor

Area of image
=,---L---z- and also

Area of object

ASF = (Linear Scale Factor)2

ASF=32=9

ASF:W='
Areaofimage=9xL2

= 108cm2

": The area of the triangle

formed is 108cm2

(b) i) angles

ii) length, area and Perimeter.

11.

(a) angle CBD.

(b) they are isometric triangles

because CBD = ADB.

(c) ED = YzBD or BD

= Jmsrn =166E4cm

= y'fod cm = 1ocmx7,

ED = Scm.

(d) 2 lines of symmetr5r.

(the 2 medians)

12"a=180-85"

a=95o

b=190o_(95.+75.)

b=180"-160'

b=20"

c=180b-(85"+75"1

c = 180'- 160"

c:20"

d=180"-(20'+10')

d = 180'- 30"

d = 15O"

13.a) 2 -+' a*2 a"-4

_ 2(a-z)-(a'6) - 
2a-4-a*6

(a+z)(a-z) (a+2)(a-2)

2a-a+6*4 a+2
==- a2-4 (a+z)(a-z)

1
=-a-2

111b)-=-+-
'm rflr Tft2

7. m2 . m1
-=-:-

fflilflzm=-
m1*m2

lll2lll r

L4.

(al Total surface area of the Prism

=2 x b+Pxh,where,

b = base area and p = perimeter

of the base and h = height
1\'r/

b=a1X4X5X5=50cm2
,.2,'

7,/.,

p = perimeter of the pentagon

=5x5=25cm

...TSA =2x50+25x9

=100 +225=325crn2.

(b) Volume of the Prism = b x

V=50x9=450cm3
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15. [(1x n]'+ (Ox n)r + (2x n)rl - [(4x n)"

+ (3x n)tJ = [(4xn)" + (3xn)r + (n),

= 1l+ 0 + 2n2l - (4 + 3n) = 4 + 3n + n2

=2n2+L-4-3n=n2+3n+4

= 2n2 + L - 4- 3n - n2 - 3n _4 = O

=n.- 6n-7=O . '..

=(n-7) (n+1)=O
I

= Ir.n = -1 (reject) n = 6.

ji

,A
utl
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(b)f(-3) = o

(x +3) is a factor of P(x)

divided by (x+3)

3)f+28x2a63;g+ 18

= (x+3)(3x21+ L9x+6

3x2+19x+6

x=-6

4x4+ z4x3+36x2

1x1+ sx1@2-zx)

SEICTION B

,/tE
'jlrt

,-1:

(b) 32 students

(c) 3e

{dl il27 mins

iil27o/o

(e) i) 7 used 39 mins

ii) 4 used 26 mins

(flTeacher's guidance

xi Rt. Pi
26 4 4

27 1 5

29 3 8

31 3 11

32 6 L7

34 3 20

35 5 25

39 7 32



^l
I

I
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18. a), b (i) and {ii),
b (iii) This position has

4

3

7

changed since the sides

will remain the same

length, the angles remain

the same amplitude.

iv) the sides , the angles

are idartical.1 B', (5 ,0)

4 5 6 7

B"(1,
-?)

,4
"ru,
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19.

(al i) lOo/o depreciatiot = ffi x 5,500,000x 2

. = 1,100,000

Value of the car as at l"t Jxr2OO2

= 5,500,000- 1, 100,00O = 4,4O0,000Rwf.

ii) Loss in the value of tl:e car as at

lst January 2OO3:

= 550,000x3 yrs = 1,650,000Rwf.

(b) 1) I=PxRxT

l=2oo,ooox*x*100 L2

I = 17,500Rwf.

ut iit i: PRrbutA=P+l

I=A-P

'A-P =H

24O,OOO - 2OO,OO0 = 2O0,OOO ;h * f

4o,ooo=*HF, T=4years.

(c) i) let x be the purchase price without tax

loor + t2x =t'?l = 84oo
100

Cost of the pair of shoes without tax = 75OO Rwf

50.400
ii) number of pair of shoes = ffi = U

= I v 5O.4OO
100

Tax paid = 6

Ll2x = 840,OOO

x =75OO

:
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